Section Four
Causes of Sectarianism
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Top Tip
Add visuals if you want.
Be creative when using the
circles.
Bring in your own images to
discuss.
CfE Experiences & Outcomes: HWB 3-04a
HWB 3-09a

Circles of Influence
OUTCOME:

Individuals identify the key influences on their values and attitudes.

MATERIALS:

Flipchart sheet for each individual with concentric circles drawn on it
Pens

METHOD:

Working individually, each participant writes their name in the
centre circle.
In the next circle out they identify the key people in their lives who have
shaped and influenced their thoughts and opinions (might be mother,
father, friends etc.). Encourage participants to think about the messages
they received from those people. Were they positive or negative?
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METHOD:

In the next circle out think about wider friends and family and what they
have contributed. This might be a social group they are part of, a club
or society, work mates etc. What messages have they received from this
group?
In the next circle think about wider society, newspapers, media and other
places they pick up messages from.
Encourage participants to work in pairs and share some of their
thoughts.
Bring the group together with a discussion around the way in which we
are all shaped and influenced by the people around us, both positively
and negatively, and the need for us to question and form our own
thoughts and opinions.
An extension of this exercise could be to either use your own visuals or
use the ones provided and discuss the images.

TIME:
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45 minutes

Circles of Influence

The Person Centred Model of Change

My friends/family/
people I come into
contact with daily

Their friends/
family etc.

me
Society
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Top Tip
Not time limited.
You can also make up your
own statements.

CfE Experiences & Outcomes: HWB 3-01a
HWB 3-02a
HWB 3-04a
HWB 3-05a
HWB 3-16a

Acceptable/Unacceptable
OUTCOME:

To explore the participants’ prejudices and use of language.

MATERIALS:

Statements
Acceptable/Unacceptable mats.

METHOD:

Cut out statements and give one to each participant.
Ask each participant to read out the statement and decide whether they
feel it is acceptable or unacceptable, they then explain why and place
the statement on the appropriate mat.
Once they have made their decision, other participants in the group can
move the statement, if they disagree with it, as long as they explain why.
Each person has a turn to put there statement on the appropriate mat
and say why. (You can also add your own statements)

TIME:

20 minutes

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
A similar activity is available on the Action on Sectarianism website:
https://www.actiononsectarianism.info/young-people/interactive-zone/
activities/what-do-you-think-young-people
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Acceptable/Unacceptable
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1.

Walking in an Orange or Hibernian march

2.

Segregated schools – (Roman Catholic and non-denominational schools)

3.

Going to Church or Chapel

4.

A Roman Catholic wearing a Glasgow Rangers football top

5.

Getting a chinky for dinner

6.

Playing music of a sectarian nature so loudly that you know it winds up the
neighbours

7.

You go out with someone from a different religion

8.

Wearing a t-shirt with an offensive statement on it

9.

Singing the ‘The Sash’ at Ibrox

10.

Having friends of a different religion

11.

A Protestant wearing a Celtic football top

12.

Singing the ‘Fields of Athenry’ at Celtic Park

13.

A Protestant and Roman Catholic getting married

14.

Religious education at school

15.

Punching someone who calls you a hun or a fenian

16.

Fighting outside the pub on match day

17.

Getting drunk before going to the stadium to watch the game

18.

Being a black muslim who is British

19.

Bringing your children up listening to sectarian songs

20.

Attacking someone because they support a different team from you

Walking in an
Orange or
Hibernian
march

Segregated
schools –
(Roman
Catholic
and nondenominational
schools)

Going to Church
or Chapel

A Roman
Catholic
wearing a
Glasgow
Rangers
football top

Getting a chinky
for dinner

Playing music
of a sectarian
nature so
loudly that
you know it
winds up the
neighbours
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You go out
with someone
from a different
religion

Wearing a
t-shirt with an
offensive
statement on it

Singing the ‘The
Sash’ at Ibrox

Having friends
of a different
religion

A Protestant
wearing a Celtic
football top

Singing the
‘Fields of
Athenry’ at
Celtic Park

A Protestant
and Roman
Catholic getting
married

Religious
education at
school

Punching
someone who
calls you a hun
or a fenian

Fighting outside
the pub on
match day

Getting drunk
before going to
the stadium to
watch the game

Being a black
muslim who is
British
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Bringing your
children up
listening to
sectarian songs
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Attacking
someone
because they
support a
different team
from you

ACCEPTABLE
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UNACCEPTABLE
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Top Tip
Adapt the discussion cards to
the needs of the group.

CfE Experiences & Outcomes: HWB 3-04a
HWB 3-05a
HWB 3-09a

Discussion Cards
OUTCOME:

To stimulate discussion within the group on the participants’ experiences
and values.

MATERIALS:

Discussion cards

METHOD:

Photocopy and cut out discussion cards. Give each participant a
discussion card and ask for their opinion. Have a brief discussion on
what each person feels.
Have a group discussion on ‘where, when how and why does
sectarianism happen?’. What impact has sectarianism had on the lives
of the group? Is it a male issue? Is it an excuse for people to be violent?
Does it still exist?

TIME:

30 minutes
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Discussion Cards
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All your pals have gone to the game but
you couldn’t afford a ticket. You decide to
watch the match in the pub. You are all
going to meet up afterwards. You walk into
the pub that is closest to the ground. You
order your drink and then notice that it’s a
pub with both team supporters in it. Do you
stay or do you go?

There is a fight outside the stadium after
the football. Your mate is on the ground so
you jump in to help him – someone gets
stabbed and you get blamed. You didn’t do
it but you did push him into the direction of
the knife. Are you guilty? Should you be left
out of it as you didn’t stab him?

You are drunk and mucking about with your
mates before you get into the park. The
stadium employees won’t let in you, saying
that you are too drunk. What do you do?

You and your pal are walking down the
road, on your way to an old firm match,
with your strips on under your jackets. A
group of people jump you and a fight starts.
Your friend is seriously injured. You think it’s
because you support different teams but
you all support the same team. Why did the
fight happen? Could it be stopped?

You are wearing your Celtic strip and are
a Protestant. Someone calls you a fenian
bastard. You smack him in the mouth. You
get lifted by the police. Should it be you
that gets lifted?

You are sitting in the middle of the park
watching the football when your team
scores, you are told to shut up by the
steward. How do you react?

You can only get a ticket for the opposite
side’s seats. It’s a final so you don’t want
to miss it. The other team scores. What do
you do?

You decide to take your son to the football
for the first time. You get to the stadium
but realise that a fight is going to break out
soon. You decide to leave. Why would you
leave instead of staying to see the end of
the match?

You are walking along the road on the way
to the match. A drunken group of men are
following you shouting stuff at you because
you support the other team. What do you
do? Does it bother you?

You go to the pub after a game and your
friend tells you they are going to get one of
the opposing supporters outside. He asks
you to watch out for trouble. Do you think
he respects you?

Top Tip
Ensure you discuss with the
group what stereotyping and
prejudice is.

CfE Experiences & Outcomes: HWB 3-02a
HWB 3-04a
HWB 3-08a

Horns and Halos
OUTCOME:

To give young people the opportunity to explore how we stereotype and
its negative impact.

MATERIALS:

Flipchart
Paper
Coloured pens

METHOD:

Divide the group into pairs. Give each pair a piece of flipchart paper,
coloured pens and a folded piece of paper with one of the occupations
below written on it. Tell each pair not to show their occupation to anyone
else or to say it out loud:
DJ
TEACHER
NURSE

BUILDER
SOCIAL WORKER

POLICE OFFICER
HAIRDRESSER

(You can obviously use any profession)
Ask each pair to draw the type of person who would apply for this job.
After five minutes get the group back together and ask each pair in turn
to display their drawing and invite the group to guess which occupation
it represents. Encourage discussion about the characteristics which
made them guess as they did, and to check out how accurate they
are. Did their teachers all look like this? Can they think of people who
surprised them – e.g.. female builders?
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Horns and Halos (information for feedback)
Stereotyping
Stereotyping is when we have a fixed set of ideas about what a particular type of person (or thing)
is like. Stereotyping or categorising people is not helpful as it leads to us assuming that all people
look or behave in a certain way/fit into a particular category, for example:
all boys like football;
all black people are good athletes;
all women can sew.

Prejudice
This is pre-judging people. When we categorise or pre-judge people because of their appearance
or actions we give them ‘horns or halos’; “horns” for those with characteristics we don’t like and
“halos” for those with characteristics we like.
Whether we see people as having ‘horns’ or ‘halos’ will depend on our personal values and
attitudes. We all have our own set of values and attitudes that are formed according to our
experience and how/where we were brought up.
We need to be aware of how we may be prejudiced. For example, we may hold negative beliefs
about people with parts of their face pierced and prefer people who don’t have any piercing, or we
may prefer people who have an accent similar to ours.
We must remember that all people behave differently depending on which culture they were
brought up in. It is important that we do not make culture-based judgements about people.
These are decisions made because we prefer a particular culture, perhaps because it is the one
we grew up in and understand (culture bias).
For example, it would be wrong to think someone is ‘hiding something’ just because they don’t
look the interviewers straight in the eye, or to think a candidate is confident simply because they
have a strong handshake.
If we form ‘first impressions’ of a person, whether positive or negative, this will lead to the
person having either an advantage or disadvantage over others. If this happens then there is
discrimination towards candidates.
The golden rule – treat people as individuals and judge them on what they say; not the way they
say it, how they look or other characteristics such as gender, disability and ethnic background.
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